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The RoboRAVE International is an annual robotics 
competition held in Albuquerque, New Mexico, for 
3rd grade through 12th grade aged students.

www.roborave.org
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Items to Collect Note: a rechargeable battery pack is shown for the controller.

• 4 long black connectors (2.3 cm) (655826)

• 2 short black connectors (1.5 cm) (4121715)

• 2 15-hole rails (curved ends) (4210687)

• NXT controller (4296825)

• batteries or battery pack (4494062)
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Insert the shorter end of an extra long black connector into the 
3rd and 15th holes of each 15-hole rail.

Attach rails to the back of the 
controller:
Use the holes closest to the 
center.
The rails should extend past 
the bottom (opposite the LCD 
screen).

Insert the short black connectors on both sides of the controller 
as shown in the picture.
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• 2 long black connectors (2.3 cm) (655826)

• 2 cross blocks (2.3 cm) (4121667)

Make 2 cross-pattern 90 degree black connectors

• 1 cross pattern rod (9.5 cm) (370826) CHECK #

Insert the short end of a connector into each cross block.

Insert the rod into both cross blocks so they face the same 
direction.
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Insert the long ends of the connectors into the seventh hole of 
the rails. Count from the overhanging end. The rod should be 
toward the overhang.

Insert the short end of a connector into each cross block.

Insert the rod into both cross blocks so they face the same 
direction.
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Items for the LEFT side wheel motor

• 1 motor 
(4297008)

• 3 rails:
 1 large J 9-hole (4210668)
 1 small L 7-hole (4210753)
 1 straight 7 hole (4495931)

• 1 wheel (4297210) and tire (4297209)

• 2 gray bushings (4211622)

• 2 blue connectors (4206482)

• 1 gray rod (4 cm or same length as 5-hole rail) (4211639)

• 5 short black connectors (4121715)
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• 1 motor 
(4297008)

• 3 rails:
 1 large J 9-hole (4210668)
 1 small L 7-hole (4210753)
 1 straight 7 hole (4495931)

• 1 wheel (4297210) and tire (4297209)

• 2 gray bushings (4211622)

• 2 blue connectors (4206482)

• 1 gray rod (4 cm or same length as 5-hole rail) (4211639) • 1 gray rod (4 cm or same length as 5-hole rail) (4211639)

Items for the RIGHT side wheel motor

• 5 short black connectors (4121715)
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Insert the connectors into the J and L 
pieces as shown.

Attach the L rail to the J rail as shown.

Attach straight rail as shown

Insert the connectors into the straight 
rail as shown.

Attach the pieces to the motor as 
shown.

The left and right sides are constructed in the same way but are 
mirror-images of each other.
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Assemble the wheel using the cross rod 
and 2 bushings. Put one bushing on each 
end of the cross rod.

Insert wheel into orange part of motor.

Attach motor to controller. The black cross 
rod of the controller should go 
through the middle front hole of 
the motor.
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• 1 15-hole rail (curved ends) (4210687)

• 2 short black connectors (4121715)

Items to Collect
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Insert black connectors into rail 3 holes from each end.

Insert black connectors into outside hole on the motors (the 
LCD end of the controller, under the holes for the jacks)

Connect rail to robot motors.
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Ball Caster Assembly

The ball caster is a free rolling third wheel located at the back of 
the robot.

Collect these items:

• 2 11-hole rails (4210755)

• 4 long black connectors with knob on one end 
(4140801)
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Ball Caster Assembly

Place the rail in the groove on the bottom of the motor. Insert 
the black connectors as shown. Make sure the rail is not 
covering the hole nearest the tire.

Repeat on the other side.
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Ball Caster Assembly

Collect these items:

• 8 short black connectors (4121715)

• 4 3-hole rails (4210751)

• 2 L-rails (7 holes) (4210753)

• 2 D-rails (7 holes) (4239896)

• 6 short blue connectors (4206482)
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Ball Caster Assembly

Get the rails ready. Build two of each that are mirror images of 
each other.

Insert 2 blue connectors in the ends of the straight section.
The third blue connector is inserted on the opposite 
side in the bottom hole of the curved edge.

Insert a black connector into the center 
hole of each 3-hole rail.

Insert two connectors in the L-rails. 
Connect the 3-hole rails and the L-rail 
as shown.
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Ball Caster Assembly

On the inside of the 11-hole rack, align the long flat side of the 
D-rail. The pointed end should be toward the tire. The curved 
part should be facing down.

Push the D-rail onto the 11-hole rail so that the short end of the 
D-rail aligns with the end of the 11-hole rail.

Repeat on the other side.
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Ball Caster Assembly

Place the L-rail on top of the 11 hole rail so that the short end 
of the L is away from the tire and pointing up. The 3-hole rails 
should be on the outside of the 11-hole rail.

Push the connectors into the second and sixth hole of the 11-
hole rail (counting from the end of the rail that is away from the 
tires).

Repeat on the other side.
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Ball Caster Assembly

Collect these items:

• 2 black cross-pattern rods (9.5 cm) (370826)

• 2 gray reversible connectors (4211775)

• 2 yellow cross-pattern connectors (4239601)

From one side, insert one of the rods into the lowest hole of the 
3-hole rail nearest the tires.
When the rod is through both of the holes, put on the yellow 
connectors.
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Ball Caster Assembly
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Ball Caster Assembly

Place the ball caster in the chamber. 
Insert the second rod in the top of the L-rail. 
Secure with the gray connectors.
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Ball Caster Assembly

This is what your robot should look like now.

Note: if the ball does not roll smoothly, there is nothing wrong.
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Sensor Array Assembly

The Array is the structure that supports the light and ultrasonic 
sensors.
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Sensor Array Assembly

Collect these items:

• 8 extra long black connectors (655826)

• 4 short black connectors (4121715)

• 4 5-hole rails (4210686)

• 4 3-hole rails (4210751)

• Ultrasonic sensor (4297174)

Assemble the pieces as shown.
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Sensor Array Assembly

Push the pieces together.
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Sensor Array Assembly

Insert the connectors into both 9-hole rails. Attach each 
side to the sensor as shown.

Collect these items:

• 8 extra long black connectors (655826)

• 2 9-hole rails (4210757)
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Sensor Array Assembly

Collect these items:

• 4 9-hole rails (4210757)

• 8 long black connectors (655826)

• 6 short black connectors (4121715)

• 2 blue connectors (4206482)

• 2 light sensors (4296917)

• 2 J-rails (9 holes) (4210668)
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Sensor Array Assembly

Insert the connectors as shown.

Attach the light sensors to the J-rails. The two sides are mirror-
images of each other.
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Sensor Array Assembly

Attach the J-rails to the sensor array.

Attach the J-rail to the 9-hole rail. Repeat for the other side.
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Sensor Array Assembly

Connect the sensor array frame to the NXT controller.
Use the holes shown. The last hole is open.
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Ball Delivery Assembly
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Ball Delivery Assembly

Collect these items:

• 2 black H-beams (4119589)

• 2 gray H-beams (4225033)

• 4 7-hole L rails (4210753)

• 2 13-hole rails (4261932)

• 6 long black connectors (655826)

• 2 3-hole rails (4210751)

• 1 5-hole rails (4210686)

• 8 short black connectors (4121715)
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Ball Delivery Assembly

Assemble items as shown.
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Ball Delivery Assembly

• 1 motor (4297008)
• 1 16-tooth gear (4211563)
• 2 bent 7-hole rails (4210638)
• 3 blue connectors (4206482)
• 2 long black connectors (655826)
• 1 gray cross-pattern connector (4211639)
• 1 gray reversible connector  (4211775)
• 1 short black connector (4121715)
• 1 9-hole rail (4210757)

Insert the blue and short black connectors into the bent 7-hole 
rails

Insert one of the long connectors into the reversible connector. 
Then insert it into the 9-hole rail. Insert a short connector and 
another long connector.

Collect these items:
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Ball Delivery Assembly

Attach the pieces to the motor as shown.
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Ball Delivery Assembly

Attach motor assembly to ball delivery frame using the 3-hole 
rails with connectors on the ball delivery fram.
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Gear Rod String Assembly

Collect these items:

• 12 inches string or yarn

• 6 cable ties used as 3 sets of 2

• 1 black cross-pattern rod (size depends on size of 
bottle)

• 2 reversible connector (held by a cable tie to anchor the 
string to the bottle) (4211775)

Prepare the bottle as shown.
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Gear Rod String Assembly

Collect these items:

Collect these items:

• 1 gray cross-pattern rod (4211639)

• 2 yellow cross-pattern connectors (4239601)

• 1 16-tooth gear (4211563) 

• 1 black cross pattern rod (370526)

Connect gears to ball delivery power system

Insert reversible connector on bottle between the two L rails. 
Use the gray rod and yellow connectors to hole the bottle.
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Gear Rod String Assembly

Connect the gear, rod, and string assembly to motor
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Completed Robot!ready to program robot
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Conclusion

Is this the only robot that can be built to compete with?
NO: visit http://www.roborave.org/gallery/RoboRAVE_gallery to 
view over a hundred different student designs.

They’re wild, unique, and all competition ready!

Now go have fun re-thinking and re-engineering your robot!


